MARTIN SHORT—The Cat

Martin Short (The Cat) began his career on Canada’s SCTV Comedy Network, where his work garnered an Emmy Award. His proven ability as a comedic chameleon, combined with his host of hilarious impressions, brought him to the attention of Saturday Night Live’s Lorne Michaels. He was a full cast member on SNL for two seasons, but has hosted and appeared on the show numerous times over 22 years.

Short made his big-screen debut starring in the comedy film Three Amigos with Steve Martin. He has continued to land plum roles in theatrical releases such as Inner Space, Three Fugitives, Clifford, Tim Burton’s Mars Attacks, Jungle 2 Jungle, The Big Picture, Father of the Bride, and Father of the Bride II.

Short has also written, produced, and starred in three highly acclaimed comedy specials for television including Martin Short’s Concert for the North Americas for Showtime, I, Martin Short, Goes Hollywood, for NBC, and The Show Formerly Known as the Martin Short Show, for NBC. For these efforts, he won two Cable Ace awards and an Emmy Award, respectively. Short’s work in television also includes his co-starring, Emmy-nominated role in the NBC mini-series Merlin, one of the highest-rated programs in the network’s history. Following that, he co-starred in the critically acclaimed Alice in Wonderland for NBC, as the Mad Hatter.

Most recently, Short has received critical acclaim for a serious role—as Leonard Winstone on the lauded television series Damages with Glenn Close.

ROB TINKLER—Fish, Thing 1 and Thing 2

Rob Tinkler’s acting journey began at Ryerson Theatre School, dubbing characters on the television show Sailor Moon. Since then, he embarked on a career that has seen him perform in more than 40 animated television series, playing more than 100 characters. Some of the highlights include: the cult hit Sam & Max Freelance Police; Pelswick; King, Cyberscare and The Carebears (as Grumpy bear). Tinkler has played recurring roles on Fox’s American Dad and Comedy Central’s Celebrity Deathmatch, as well as countless videogame titles and advertisments for TV and radio. He even assumed the iconic Pillsbury Doughboy role for a time.

Tinkler has also written for the animated series Wayside School, Gerald McBoing-Boing, and his latest endeavor, Almost Naked Animals.

Over the years, Tinkler has performed in many live-action TV and feature films, including the sketch comedy series The Robroom and the sitcom Notes From The Underbelly on ABC, but his first love has always been working in animation.
JACOB EUWANIK—Nick
Nine-year-old Jacob Euwanik’s voice was heard on the Wibbly Pig animation series, where he held multiple lead roles. He has appeared in several television shows and films, including Copper, Dooblebops Rockin Road Show, Bowl & Beautiful, Hello, Darling, and Murdoch Mysteries.

ALEXA TORRINGTON—Sally
Twelve-year-old Alexa Torrington previously was featured in multiple episodes of Super WHY? She has also starred in two short films, Bonded Pairs and Adèle’s Fairy Tale. Aside from her work in film and animation, Alexa has starred in multiple television commercials.